
1 Which Item is the best reason to use a industry standard DTD 

a) To simplify document processing by eliminating unexpected events 

b) To gain access to partner company's databases 

c) To easily exchange data among the parties using the same DTD 

d) To gain Industry recognition among peers 

2 Which Items does a DTD contain? ( Check all that apply) 

a) Entity Declarations 

b) Document Instances 

c) Element Declarations 

d) Style Sheets 

3 Comments are allowed inside declarations 

A) True                               B) False 

4 What is the value of using a conditional section with in a DTD 

a) To create reusable code inside the DTD 

b) To create nodes for other users of the DTD 

c) To publish A DTD 

d) To allow DTD behavior to vary depending upon the XML Document Itself 

5 What should be considered when planning to create a DTD ( Check All that apply) 

a) People who will create DTD 

b) Milestones 

c) Operating System 

d) Internal Access Device 

6 Which items are true about shared DTDs 

a) if a change is made to the DTD it affects the individual that made the change 

b) once a DTD is in production it cannot be changed 

c) Every DTD copy and DTD Fragment must include a version number 

d) if a change is made to the DTD everyone involved must update their copies 

7 All Members of the DTD creation Team Should be from the same Department 

a) True                        b) False 

8 Which item is not automatically generated by an XML publisher? 

a) Special formats                  b) List Bullets            c)   Page numbers     d)  List Numbers 

9  XML Names may include a colon anywhere 

a) True                     b) False 

10 Which Items may be the first character of an XML Name. 



a) Letter                   b) number                     c) Underscore         d) Dollar Sign 

11 What is the Maximum Length an XML Name May be. 

a) 127 characters     b) 128 characters               c) 256 characters      d) No Limit 

12 XML Names are case sensitive 

a) True            b) False 

13 What does an element content model specify 

a) What an element is permitted to contain 

b) The DTD Structure 

c) What applications can use a DTD 

14  What does the + sign indicates when used 

a) one or more         b)  zero or more  c) Optional           d)  And 

15 What does the comma stand for in the content model 

a) Followed by         b)  Required       c)  or               d)  Optional 

16 Which of the following are true about elements declared as ANY 

a) They can contain any combination  of text and elements 

b) The Keyword #PCDATA must be used on the declaration 

c) They can have no content 

d) The elements must be mentioned in the DTD 

17 What can a DTD author do to allow small portions  of elements from DTDs to exist within one 

document 

a) Link the DTD's to the document 

b) Make a single master DTD that declares all the elements together with their content 

models 

c) Make the elements optional  

d) Include an element list in the DTD 

18 Of the following items which would be best choice for an element 

a) Toy               b) Price                          c) Color                             d) Name 

19 Which of the following is true about CDATA Type 

a) it is the most common attribute type 

b) it is used to refer to another element 

c) An element can only have one attribute type of CDATA 

d) it should be used to declare a list of attribute values 

20 Why it is necessary to declare  the xml: space attribute 

a) it is not an attribute 



b) it is a predeclared attribute 

c) the XML Processor does not have to read it 

d) Anything that start with xml: is thrown out and doesn't apply 

21 What is the value of using an enumerated attribute declaration 

a) to create a default value 

b) to create a list of values 

c) to create a requires value 

d) to allow the parsing of mark up 

22 Which of the following is a subset of SGML 

a) HTML              b) XHTML           c)      GML               d) XML 

23 HTML Table element was provided to have control on the over the placement of items on a page 

a) True                                        b) False 

24 SGML has such a success that now it has been ported to web 

a) True                                    b)   False  

 


